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Although Martínez never shows us the solution he has in mind (the narrator merely tells us 
later on that the answer is the number series 1, 2, 3, 4), we suspect those who find riddles like this 
one appealing are likely to say the solution shown in Figure 1b is the right resolve: an answer 
simply derived from the rules of symmetry (Figure 12.1c). Yet in keeping with Martínez’s 
revealing observations about both logic and magic set here and there in this story, what if the 
proper solution is not so playful? For example, what if the three symbols already revealed follow 
instead the alternative rule that one stroke equals 1? If this were so, then the missing fourth 
symbol in this cryptic series would not be an “M” with a bar drawn horizontally through it (in 
keeping with our different rule, this strange symbol could stand instead for the number 5), but 
disconcertingly could be drawn either as a single stroke (Figure 12.1d), or possibly as an inscribed 
circle, the letter “O,” or a zero (Figure 12.1e). 

INTRODUCTION

In his acclaimed novel The Oxford Murders, the Argentinean writer and mathematician Guillermo 
Martínez engagingly shows how easy it is to hide the truth from others by getting them to think 
that a series of similar events—in this instance, a series of murders—is happening because, when 
taken in sequence, they appear to add up to a coded message that we are being taunted to decipher. 
Judging by appearances, each murder apparently symbolises one of the logical steps in a predict-
able sequence, just as most of us would probably agree that the next logical number in the familiar 
series 2, 4, 8, and 16 must be the multiple 32. Perhaps, but as the philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein 
famously observed, any finite sequence of numbers can be continued in a variety of different 
ways, not just in the one way that may seem reasonable (Biletzki and Matar 2006). For example, 
the narrator of The Oxford Murders, whose name we are never told, is asked early in the novel if 
he can figure out what is the next symbol in the odd series reproduced here as Figure 12.1a. 
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Figure 12.1   Alternative possible solutions to Martínez’s cryptic symbol series.
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Doubt as to the proper resolve of Martínez’s series of symbols illustrates Wittgenstein’s 
(1953: §201) cryptic and oft-quoted remark: “This was our paradox: no course of action could be 
determined by a rule, because every course of action can be made out to accord with the rule. The 
answer was: if everything can be made out to accord with the rule, then it can also be made out 
to conflict with it. And so there would be neither accord nor conflict”. 

I am not a philosopher, nor a novelist. It seems to me, however, that Martinez’s tale and 
Wittgenstein’s remark both tell us something about ourselves, about how we are given to looking 
for similarities among things and events proving that what we are seeing makes sense not by 
chance but necessity. It might even be argued that human beings are strongly predisposed to 
equate similarity with necessity. This is why we need statisticians, however much statistics may 
sometimes seem only a cultivated way of lying for effect. They keep us from foolishly jumping 
to the conclusion that similarities in appearance or similarities in effect are necessarily similarities 
of cause. And in this regard, we need to remember that when statisticians say that something 
should be attributed to “chance,” they do not mean “without cause.” Far from it: the point they 
are making is that the cause (or causes) is not necessarily the one we think it is. 

LAPITA

In the annals of modern archaeology, the word “Lapita” minimally refers to a kind of ancient 
pottery that has been found at more than 200 archaeological sites across a broad arc of islands in 
the southwestern Pacific, starting in the west at the small town of Aitape on New Guinea’s Sepik 
coast and stretching far eastward to the small-island archipelagoes of Fiji, Tonga, and Samoa. As 
Christophe Sand has remarked, Lapita’s similarities from one end of its geographic distribution 
to another in the Pacific are conspicuous, so much so that the commonalities observed certainly 
appear to go beyond “some simple broad similarity demonstrable through tables and statistics” 
(Sand 2003: 1). In short, there is something about Lapita that seems to be begging us, perhaps 
even taunting us, to decipher. 

On other occasions (Terrell 1990, 1996) I have written about how Pacific scholars have 
answered the question What is Lapita? My goal previously was to document some of the strengths 
and weaknesses of writing stories—or to give them a more scholarly turn, historical narratives—
about “Lapita people” (or “peoples”) to account for Lapita’s distribution and shared characteris-
tics. Here I would like to consider a related issue. For the last half century or so, it has been taken 
more or less for granted that Lapita adds up to an orderly series of events all linked with one 
another by some definite, although now obscure, logic of relatedness. But what if we are being 
fooled—or are fooling ourselves—by appearances? 

Similarities of Appearance

Since the 1950s, Lapita pottery and the places where it has been found have been the focus of 
much research and academic debate. Yet as Christophe Sand (2003: 1) has written: “every archae-
ologist who has been given the opportunity to compare the dentate-stamped potsherds, shell 
ornaments and polished adzes from Lapita sites of the Bismarcks, the Reef/Santa Cruz Islands, 
New Caledonia, Fiji and Tonga [and also Vanuatu], is faced with the clear evidence that a link 
unites these archaeological items from sites scattered over thousands of kilometres.” 

I know nobody who doubts the basic truth of Sand’s remark, however cryptic it may be. 
Most who are familiar with Lapita pottery, in other words, would agree with what Jack Golson 
(1961) wrote decades ago: this pottery is evidence for some kind of “early community of culture” 
that once spanned an astonishingly wide swath of the southwestern Pacific over three thousand 
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years ago. In doing so, this culture straddled the ethnological boundary line conventionally drawn 
by 19th century commentators between the darker-skinned peoples of Melanesia and their lighter-
skinned counterparts in Polynesia. 

A Community of Culture
In the middle of the last century, Kroeber and Kluckhohn extensively documented that what the 
word culture means in the social sciences is ambiguous. Its usage is polysemantic. Their published 
analysis lists 160 definitions of the word in the English language alone. They concluded: “In 
anthropology at present we have plenty of definitions but too little theory” (Kroeber and 
Kluckhohn 1963: 357). 

In spite of this embarrassment of semantic riches, some nowadays see this concept as more 
or less equivalent to the phrase “normative behaviour,” an interpretation that readily invokes 
research questions about contingencies of reinforcement, the prescriptive character of social 
relationships, the causes of deviancy, and the like. In seeming contrast, many anthropologists 
evidently prefer to think about culture instead as basically a mental or cognitive phenomenon 
having an inherent structure and logical organisation—in short, as social rules, symbolic repre-
sentations, and learned constraints capable of motivating (or at least invoking) human actions and 
responses (e.g., Geertz 1973). 

Both ways of thinking about culture are compatible, for both are alike ways of trying to 
understand the simple truth that much of what we do as individuals is predictable not just because 
of our genes, personalities, and life histories, but also because we are influenced by what others 
around us are doing, and by what others tell or show us is right or wrong, good or bad, wise or 
foolish. It would seem to follow, therefore, from these two alternative ways of thinking about 
culture as a phenomenon or as a state of mind that there must also be similarly contrastive ways 
of thinking about Lapita as a community of culture. 

As a Cultural Complex
Archaeologists remain uncertain exactly when and where people in the Pacific first started 
making Lapita pottery: sometime in the middle of the 2nd millennium B.C., and somewhere in 
the Bismarck Archipelago are the best guesses at the moment. Nor do archaeologists agree on 
when and where the last potter made the last Lapita pot. Ironically, in spite of the widespread 
popularity of this pottery in its halcyon days, this place may have been sometime early in the 
Current Era and somewhere again in the Bismarck Archipelago. Much depends on what you think 
a Lapita pot should look like. 

Setting aside these uncertainties as to time and place, it is probably safe to say that nobody 
disputes that what some have called the “Lapita phenomenon” (Spriggs and Chippendale 1989) 
lasted for at least several centuries once it got started, and that in its heyday, Lapita pottery 
achieved remarkably wide popularity. Furthermore, most experts would insist that Lapita was 
much more than simply a pottery style. It is now conventional to say that Lapita was a whole 
“cultural complex” of many diverse traits—material, technological, economic, social, and 
spiritual, too—all shared by a people or peoples popularly identified by archaeologists and 
journalists alike as the “Lapita people.” 

As a Series of Migrations
According to Roger C. Green and others, Lapita was also the “signature” of “one of the significant 
sets of step-by-step pulses” in an inter-related series of episodes, cycles, or “pulse-like spreads” 
of human colonisation “leading to the complete settlement of the Pacific” (Green 2003: 95, 97-98, 
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Fig. 2). That is, what archaeologists have been finding at Lapita sites may be seen collectively as 
one step in a “continuing series of migrations” marking “the episodic pattern of colonising 
mobility within Oceania.” Moreover, these “serial migrations of related peoples” were made 
possible by “a series of adaptive steps”—a sequence of indispensable accomplishments charac-
terising “the increasingly specialised series of cultural innovations and adaptations required to 
make such migration possible and successful” (Green 2003: 95, 97, 98). 

Judging by what others, too, have written about Lapita as an historical phenomenon, many 
experts on Pacific prehistory similarly have in their mind’s eye something akin to what Green sees 
as a series of events or episodes. There is apparently wide support for the idea that after Lapita 
got started somewhere in the Bismarck Archipelago sometime in the middle of the 2nd millen-
nium B.C., the people or peoples making this pottery initiated a cascading series of migrations 
that eventually culminated in the colonisation of Polynesia. Moreover, Green is not alone in 
heralding this unfolding series of migrations as one of humankind’s last great adventures before 
the development of technologies advanced enough to let us break free of the Earth’s gravita-
tional field and begin exploring outer space (Green 2003: Table 1, Irwin 1992). 

Nobody, however, need appeal to Wittgenstein to observe that just as a finite sequence of 
numbers can be continued in a variety of ways, so too are there many possible ways to account 
for the human settlement of the Pacific, however free-flowing or episodic this chapter in our 
human story may have been. Needless to say, too, bringing into play a rule that people couldn’t 
have done what they needed to do to write this chapter until they were able to do what they had 
to do isn’t an explanation. Furthermore, just as parents are given to saying to children, just 
because one can does not mean one should. Even when people in the Pacific had mastered (if they 
needed to master) the sorts of “adaptive steps” Green and others say were sine qua non for the 
settlement of Oceania, they did not have to put these new “adaptations” to work in ways that 
would or should expand their settlement horizons. In sum, as Anderson (2001: 15) has also noted, 
many explanations for Lapita’s dispersal in Oceania have been proposed or are plausible, and in 
spite of claims sometimes to the contrary, it has not been possible to rule out, or definitively 
endorse, any of the contending explanations. 

Even Anderson (2001), however, would grant that Lapita’s wide geographic distribution in 
the Pacific is evidence pointing to a “Lapita migration” on the grounds that at least some people 
making Lapita pottery were obviously mobile and were quite open to setting up shop in new 
places sometimes quite far from home. I would note, nonetheless, that Anderson has repeatedly 
also pointed out that the broad resemblances in material culture exhibited by Lapita sites through-
out their distributions in the Pacific may be misleading us into believing that other sides of the 
Lapita story—their subsistence practices, social institutions, and so forth—must have been as 
similar and widely shared in common.

As an Extraordinary Series of Migrations
Nowadays it is not unusual to label what Green and others (e.g., Anderson 2001; Lilley 2006) see 
as the serial and episodic patterning of settlement in Oceania as part of a great “Austronesian 
expansion” out into the Pacific (Terrell 2004). However, unless you are prepared to argue that 
speaking an Austronesian language was somehow needed to getting the job of Pacific colonisa-
tion done, this labelling would seem misleading. After all, as statisticians tell us, a correlation is 
not a cause. Even if it is likely that the first Lapita settlers of Remote Oceania were Austronesian 
speakers of one Oceanic sort or another, it would be a far stretch to insist that being an 
Austronesian speaker was in itself instrumental in colonising Remote Oceania. 
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Nonetheless, it is not only the scale, or scope, of Lapita’s geographic distribution that leads 
some experts today to talk about Lapita pottery and all that was once associated with it as a 
remarkable human phenomenon. Again Roger Green is not alone in seeing Lapita as merely one 
step, phase, or episode in a much longer and bigger series of historical events or developments 
(e.g., Figure 12.2), a lengthy story of ever onward and expanding human dispersal popularly 
called the “Austronesian migration.” As Peter Bellwood (2006: 62) has phrased the idea: 
“Austronesian spread was a demographically powerful but chronologically long-term historical 
process that moved people, languages and cultures over vast distances”.

How Bellwood would explain this apparently bigger and older story of island discovery and 
settlement is familiar to many by now, and I will not repeat what he has so often and so eloquent-
ly written on this popular theme (e.g., Bellwood 2006). It seems worth pointing out, however, that 
his historical arguments are rather less nuanced than Green’s various accounts of step-by-step 
settlement “pulses” out into the farthest reaches of the Pacific. Specifically, Bellwood sees the 
invention of agriculture elsewhere in the world as the decisive adaptive step in our species’ 
cultural evolution: “I infer that increasing dependence on food production led to upward trends in 
population density, ultimately resulting in population dispersal” (Bellwood 2007a: 88). 

However true this may be as a broad historical generalisation about our species (or any species, 
for that matter), what is not certain is how important agriculture was to Lapita’s own expansion. 
Bellwood (2007b: 104) acknowledges, for instance, that the people making this pottery were 
evidently not so dependent on crop growing that this dependency kept them on the move. Indeed 
there seems to be archaeological evidence to the contrary (Anderson 2004, Burley et al. 2001, 
Leavesley 2006). Green (2003: 103) has contested whether we yet know enough about the subsis-
tence practices of Lapita people to be able to tell for sure how they went about making a living, or, 
by extrapolation, how driven they may have been by economic or demographic necessity. 

The Hidden Logic of Lapita
Given what I have summarised about the various ways in which experts today are thinking about 
Lapita as a community of culture, it seems that many people currently take it to be more or less 
self-evident that anything as widely similar and as wide-ranging as Lapita both as a ceramic style 
and also as a discernible cultural assemblage, or complex, must be decipherable as a coherent 
series of events that were governed by a logic that we ought be able to make sense of if we could 
somehow “loosen the conceptual logjam” (Anderson 2001). 

Figure 12.2   Episodic pattern of relative colonising mobility in Oceania (Anderson 2001: Fig. 4).
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This may well be so, but I would caution that we should not forget that just as any finite 
sequence of numbers can be continued in a variety of different ways—and not just in the one way 
that may look reasonable to us—so too, any series of events that can be arranged in a sequence 
can be told as a story in a variety of ways (Terrell 1990). There’s the rub. If the particular story 
we elect to tell about a sequence of events we have pieced together is told well enough—as 
Martínez illustrates so effectively—not only others but also we ourselves can be all too easily 
enticed by the flow and logic of our tale into believing that merely placing one event after another 
explains the sequence thus strung together—a logical flaw that philosophers refer to as post hoc, 
ergo propter hoc: the fallacy of arguing from temporal sequence to causal relations. 

If, like Peter Bellwood (2007b: 104), you are not persuaded by me invoking rules of logic, 
let me hasten to add that there is now growing factual evidence supporting the thought that 
caution should be observed when it comes to “telling about” Lapita. Let me explain. 

LAPITA PEOPLE 

Recognition that sites yielding Lapita pottery are not only widely distributed in the Pacific but are 
also to be found in both Melanesia and Polynesia has led to much debate over the last half century 
about what the makers of this pottery must have been like, biologically speaking. Initially it seems 
to have been taken for granted that the people behind this pottery must have been as distinctive 
and readily identifiable as their pottery. Additionally, since the oldest archaeological sites in 
Polynesia have consistently yielded Lapita potsherds, it has also been easy for decades to 
conclude that “Lapita people” were not only the first settlers of Polynesia, but were also none 
other than the long-sought heroic ancestors of the Polynesians: “Vikings of the Sunrise,” as Sir 
Peter Buck dubbed them (Buck 1938). 

If all this seems too obvious to need saying, allow me to observe that the sequences of events 
commonly pieced together nowadays as the story of Lapita is a sequence that can be read differ-
ently depending on the direction you read it in. When read from left to right—that is, from west to 
east—the Lapita story usually comes across as a tale about an ancient folk called “the Austronesians”, 
who are strongly given to migrating. But when read from right to left—east to west—the story is 
conventionally read as one about today’s Polynesians and their prehistoric forebears. 

While journalists rarely seem to have any problem with this alternative left-to-right or right-
to-left rendering of Lapita’s history (perhaps because writing about “Polynesians” has a lot more 
headline cachet than writing about “Austronesians”), as a rule archaeologists are more cautious 
than journalists need to be. Unlike the average journalist, archaeologists know that while 
Polynesians are Austronesian speakers, not all Austronesian speakers are Polynesian. Journalists 
may not care one way or the other, but it actually does make a difference which way you decide 
to write about the people behind Lapita’s pots. 

A Genetic Strain that was Stable and Bred True
As early as 1960, the anthropologist Robert Suggs was linking Lapita—although not yet labelled 
as such—with the forebears of the Polynesians in his book The Island Civilizations of Polynesia: 

Archaeological evidence shows that the basic population pool from which the Polynesians 
diverged developed on the coast of South Asia…. [Their subsequent movement from there] can 
be traced across the Pacific in the archaeological records of the Philippines, Melanesia, Papua, 
and Indonesia, using certain characteristic artifact types as cultural indices…. The evidence at 
hand indicates that by approximately 1000 B.C., at least, the fringe areas of Polynesia (i.e., 
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Melanesia) were already occupied by Malayo-Polynesian speakers bearing the antecedents of 
Polynesian culture.” (Suggs 1960: 72) 

Or in fewer words: “After mating [on the Asian coast] had produced a genetic strain that was 
stable and bred true, the group filtered into the Pacific . . . and ultimately arrived in the Polynesian 
triangle” (Suggs 1960: 37). 

Like Lapita, there may be more than one way to read these words written by Robert Suggs, 
but I think we can take them to mean that he assumed human biology would be able to support 
archaeology in showing us that Lapita marks a coherent series of events linking Polynesians directly 
with Asians. It would probably seem gratuitous for me to add that equating Polynesians with Asians 
is an assumption, or foundational premise, that continued to be a favoured idea in Pacific academic 
circles for decades after Suggs’ book appeared (e.g., Bellwood 1978: 47-48). Even today this idea 
has its advocates (e.g., Diamond 1997). In its most extreme journalistic form, the first Austronesians 
and the first Polynesians are seen as basically one and the same (Diamond 1988). 

How Pure is Pure?

Diamond and others aside, experts have been disputing for years how stable Suggs’ primal human 
“genetic strain” continued to be after it left Asia and launched itself out on the ocean blue. The 
grounds for both caution and confusion are not only logical and rhetorical, but also biological. 

The linguist Andrew Pawley (2002: 268) has written that anthropologists have long assumed 
that the Polynesians are biologically of mixed origin. But in the 1970s the renowned Harvard 
somatologist W.W. Howells felt able to argue that Polynesians and Melanesians are “too different 
physically” to be related to one another (Howells 1973: 234). For Howells (1973: 234; see also 
1973: 253, 261), the voyagers who finally reached Tonga and Samoa were not only Lapita potters 
by trade but were already physically Polynesian in appearance. 

Other experts at the time were more open to seeing a certain amount of cross-breeding 
between Pre- or Proto-Polynesian Lapita migrants and the darker-skinned (and presumably long-
resident) Papuan-speaking people of Melanesia—provided room was left for saying that those 
people making Lapita pots who got all the way to Polynesia had themselves received “relatively 
little influence from Non-Austronesian populations” en route (Bellwood 1975: 17). 

People or Peoples?

By the 1990s, however, some experts began to question whether we should be thinking of the 
Lapita people as a singular (and genetically pure?) biological population at all. In the middle of 
the decade, Matthew Spriggs (1995: 124) wrote: “there may have been a moment in the Bismarcks 
when there was a single people using Lapita pottery, genetically, linguistically and culturally 
distinct from their neighbours. But this unity and distinctiveness would have been short-lived.” 
During the same decade, Patrick Kirch added his own perspective to the continuing discussion:

… we must not simply assume at the outset that the makers and users of Lapita pottery conformed 
to linguistic and biological entities; rather, this is a hypothesis to be carefully tested. Indeed there 
are strong reasons for arguing that the Lapita peoples were a dynamic group who recruited a 
diversity of populations (biological entities) and speech communities into their sphere over the 
millennium or so that Lapita existed as an archaeologically-identifiable entity… [I]t is for this 
reason that we must speak of Lapita peoples, not Lapita people, and of Lapita societies, not 
society. (Kirch 1997: 16, 18; see also Kirch 2000: 92-101).
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I am not sure all experts still see wisdom in talking about Lapita “peoples” rather than Lapita 
“people” (e.g., Bedford, Spriggs and Regenvanu 2006), and some, such as Green (2003: 96-97), 
appear to argue for both: “For a brief period of a few centuries they appear to have . . . possessed 
a unified base in language and kinship, before they began to diverge into a multiplicity of groups, 
many of these ancestral to the larger scale Pacific ethnic groupings recognised today. 

The Advent of Molecular Genetics

During this first decade of the new millennium, human molecular genetics has radically changed 
how human biological diversity in Island Southeast Asia and the Pacific is being mapped and 
interpreted. What seemed controversial at the beginning of the decade (Terrell, Kelly and Rainbird 
2001) has now almost become the new orthodoxy. Far from today’s Polynesians simply being the 
descendants of what Suggs saw as a genetic strain that was stable and bred true, current molecular 
evidence seems to be saying that the biological characteristics of Polynesians firmly link them 
genetically to both Southeast Asia and Melanesia. 

According to Kayser and his colleagues, for example, roughly two-thirds of the typifying 
characteristics of Polynesian Y-chromosomes can be traced back to Melanesia; nearly 94% of 
their mitochondrial DNA variation, in contrast, looks Asian in origin (Kayser et al. 2006). In a 
more recent study, these same experts assert: “Our data indicate that on average about 79% of the 
Polynesian autosomal gene pool is of East Asian origin and 21% is of Melanesian origin” (Kayser 
et al. 2008: 194)

Not everyone agrees with such a radical reassessment of Polynesian genetic history. Stephen 
Oppenheimer and Martin Richards, for example, favor a reading of the new molecular evidence 
that more or less fits the sort of scenario that Howells and others once favored. Recall that 
Howells insisted that “the Pre-Polynesians who arrived in Fiji and Tonga were physically 
Polynesian, distinct from anything which can be called Melanesian” (Howells 1973: 234). 
Oppenheimer and Richards would not phrase things as strongly since they do not draw the same 
sharp divide between Polynesians and Melanesians that Howells called for (Richards 2007: 100). 
But this may be only a quibble, because like Howells, they would also derive most of the genetic 
characteristics of people in Polynesia today more or less directly from a place of origin in the 
west. While they disagree strongly with Peter Bellwood, for instance, on precisely where the 
genetic homeland of the Polynesians was located—Bellwood favors Taiwan, but they say “coastal 
Melanesia, Wallacea and Island Southeast Asia are all potential offshore homelands for the 
ancestors of today’s Polynesian peoples” (Oppenheimer and Richards 2002: 290)—like Howells, 
Bellwood, and many others, these authors are similarly focused on testing “homeland hypotheses 
attempting to explain Austronesian and/or Polynesian origins and dispersals” (2002: 287).

Please do not get me wrong. The impressive track record being developed by molecular 
genetics investigations in the Pacific proves that Richards is right when he says that using biolog-
ical data may “finally allow us to get a more direct purchase on past human movements and help 
us to distinguish alternative hypotheses (at least within an archaeological framework)” (Richards 
2007: 98). I think there is a nagging concern here, nonetheless. 

Finding More in the Evidence Available

When Suggs and Howells were writing about the prehistoric Pacific decades ago, few seemed to 
question whether it was worthwhile to trace the ancient movements of recognisable “races”, 
“populations”, or “genetic strains.” Nowadays, molecular genetics is repeatedly showing how 
simplistic this old ambition was (e.g., Friedlaender et al. 2007). If so, what else beyond getting a 
purchase on past human movements can be done with genetics evidence? 
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One obvious resolve is to use this new kind of biological evidence to see if it is possible to 
find out what people were doing in the Pacific over time regardless of where their ancestors came 
from. For example, two unique α-globin gene deletions resulting in forms of α-thalassaemia—
labeled by geneticists as the α3.7III type and the α4.2 type—can be found throughout coastal and 
lowland Melanesia. Both types are local mutations; they are not found in Southeast Asia. One 
occurs in Polynesia; the other does not (Oppenheimer and Richards 2002: 292). Oppenheimer and 
Richards see such local mutations as an indication that the ancestors of the Polynesians must have 
stopped somewhere in northern Melanesia long enough to intermarry locally: 

If the Polynesians’ ancestors ever stopped on the north coast of New Guinea long enough to pick 
up the α3.7III-deletion, however, they failed to pick up the α4.2-deletion although it is present 
in over 80 per cent of the people now living there. The alternative is that they travelled out to the 
Pacific 3500 years ago via offshore islands such as the Bismarck Archipelago, where the α3.7III-
deletion is the dominant variant today. Such a bypass interpretation certainly fits the aspect of 
the common archaeological model that identifies the Proto-Polynesians with Lapita pottery 
because, with one exception, there are no Lapita pottery sites anywhere on the New Guinea 
mainland. (Oppenheimer and Richards 2002: 292)

Whether Oppenheimer and Richards have read these α-globin gene deletions correctly is 
beside the point I want to make. Such an interpretation of what can be done with genetic evidence 
illustrates how local events in the Pacific—such as something as unpredictable as gene mutation, 
and something else as contingent as marriage—would have modified and reshaped the biology of 
people shifting their homes from wherever it was that their forebears had been living to wherever 
they themselves decided to set down roots. Similarly, there is growing molecular evidence 
nowadays supporting the thought that by the very act of shifting their homes from place to 
place—something people often do even when scholars do not say they are “migrating”—may 
have in itself unintentionally helped transform the biology of people in the Pacific. 

Here’s some of that evidence.

Pattern and Process

A number of different biological and historical processes, singly or in combination, can affect the 
genetic character and variability of any population, human or otherwise. These include natural 
selection, inbreeding, intermarriage (or in more generic terms, “intermixture”), genetic drift, 
population bottlenecks, and founder events (such as lineal fission). Furthermore, it has long been 
recognised in population genetics that these different processes can lead to similar biological 
outcomes—that is, similar patterns of genetic variability and relatedness. I won’t call upon 
Martínez and Wittgenstein again out of fear that you may be finding my allusions annoying, but 
please imagine these gentlemen lurking in the background nearby, nonetheless.

An apt example can be found in a recently published research paper by the biological anthro-
pologist Jonathan S. Friedlaender and his colleagues (2008). Most biologists today accept that the 
ancestors of today’s Polynesians went through numerous genetic founder events or episodes 
(Kayser et al. 2006, Oppenheimer and Richards 2002). Many years ago I phrased the potential 
consequences of such events this way: 

[the] distinctive features of the modern Polynesian physique (and gene pool) might be due to the 
combined effects of (a) lineal fissioning and (possibly) immigrant selection during the unknown 
events that led to the initial colonization of Fiji-Tonga-Samoa; and (b) later in situ change and 
diversification fostered by local geography, the fissioning and fusion of communities consequent 
with population growth, and increasing isolation-by-distance. Specifically, it can be argued that a 
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particular pathway, or sequence, of events would explain how the “Polynesians” of the present day 
emerged out of an earlier “Melanesian” population matrix not only in language and culture, as 
many now accept, but also in their fundamental and often distinctive biology. (Terrell 1986: 192)

The expression “lineal fissioning” refers to the establishment of new social groups by small 
numbers of biologically related individuals—the genetic effect of which “is to reduce the number 
of independent genomes in splinter groups, thereby augmenting the nonrepresentativeness of the 
genetic sample” (Fix 1979: 215). 

Judging by their recent publications (Friedlaender et al. 2007, 2008), Friedlaender and his 
co-authors may be more comfortable invoking biological processes such as drift, inbreeding, and 
intermarriage to explain geographic patterns of genetic variation in the Pacific than social and 
demographic processes such as founder events and lineal fissioning, but they acknowledge that 
such events have happened in the genetic past of our species as a whole (Friedlaender et al. 
2008: 176). 

Now as I said earlier, different processes can lead to similar biological outcomes. Hence it 
is somewhat surprising to find Friedlaender and his co-authors (2008: 173) confidently saying—
even while acknowledging the genetic distinctiveness of Polynesians vis-à-vis other Pacific 
Islanders—that “the ancestors of Polynesians moved through Melanesia relatively rapidly and 
only intermixed to a very modest degree with the indigenous populations there”. This claim is a 
surprise to me because, as Kevin Kelly, Paul Rainbird, and I remarked some years ago, founder 
events—particularly lineal fissioning—by definition and by fact lead to loss of genetic variation. 
Since there may be no easy way to tell what has been lost during such events given only the 
evidence of what has survived, founder events can lead to loss of genetic history. 

Therefore, it seems unwise to conclude much about the genetic history of Polynesians based 
on the absence of certain genetic traits among today’s Polynesians, since there is evidence that 
their ancestors went through founder events (Kayser et al. 2006). As Kayser and his colleagues 
observed recently: “the estimation of the East Asian and Melanesian components in the current 
Polynesian autosomal gene pool is potentially complicated by the severe bottlenecks that accom-
panied the migrations to and through the Pacific (Remote Oceania)” (Kayser et al. 2008: 194). 
“Bottlenecks” are another way—and in this instance, probably an inappropriate way—of talking 
about founder events.

Allow me to appeal to logic once more. One of the most notorious errors in science and in 
logic is mistaking a lack of evidence as evidence for or against some idea. In the case of 
Polynesians, far from their current genetic characteristics confidently telling us (a) where their 
ancestors came from, (b) how much (or how little) their ancestors may have resembled other 
people also living in the southwest Pacific during the heyday of Lapita pottery, and (c) how 
rapidly they may have journeyed on their way to what is now Polynesia, it is sensible to take the 
thesis advanced by Friedlaender and his colleagues with a grain of salt. Like Martínez’s cryptic 
series of murders, the biological distinctiveness of modern Polynesians (and Fijians) may be 
hiding more than it is showing about their origins and history (Terrell et al. 2001: 103). While 
here is not the place to discuss the issue further, reanalysis of their co-ancestry data (Friedlaender 
et al. 2008: supplementary Table 7) using network rather than cladistic algorithms supports the 
inference that genetic relationships among Polynesians, Melanesians, and Asians have been 
distorted by the (largely unknown) founder events that ultimately led to the human colonisation 
of Polynesia (Terrell and Cochrane n.d.). 
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DISCUSSION

I think most of us would agree that there is something about Lapita and its pottery that appears to 
be begging us, perhaps even taunting us, to decipher. It makes no difference what we call it—a 
culture, cultural complex, archaeological horizon, people, peoples, migration, episode, pulse, 
spread, cycle, or signature. Most of us see Lapita, however variable it may once have been as an 
historical phenomenon, as something singular, coherent, and rule-bound. Moreover, it seems just 
as certain that many of us also see Lapita as but one installment in a much bigger, much older 
story featuring journeys by people starting on or near the Asian mainland and continuing ever 
onward and outward, however intermittently, until the distant islands of Hawai‘i and Rapa Nui 
had been brought into our human fold. 

Said more simply, Lapita presents itself to us—so we often seem to be telling ourselves—as 
a series or sequence of intimately related historical events. Robert Suggs was not the first, nor the 
last, to be convinced that this sequence of events must have been driven by logic, necessity and 
rules rather than chance or blind human opportunism. Proof that this was so would surely be ours 
if we could only decipher what Lapita means, if we could only figure out what was driving all 
those ancient Polynesians, Austronesians, or at any rate, Pacific Islanders to do what they did. 

Toward this end, molecular genetics is now not only influencing how many of us are trying 
to decipher Lapita’s impact on Pacific prehistory, but also—and more to my point—how many of 
us see this past in our mind’s eye. The good news here is that apparently because of the fondness 
for hypothesis testing in the biological sciences, there is now also greater openness in academic 
circles to construct and evaluate alternative hypotheses (e.g., Green 2003) and weigh statistical 
probabilities. But there is also a downside to the advent of molecular genetics into the field of 
island studies.

Over a decade ago, I reported on the words being using to write about Lapita as ceramics 
and as history (Terrell 1996). We were often extravagant back then in attributing remarkable 
qualities and motivations to the makers of Lapita pottery. In gloomy contrast, the vocabulary now 
commonly encountered in scholarly publications on the Pacific could be described as bloodless 
and impersonal. Formerly there was much talk about voyaging, colonisation, settlement, conquest, 
and the like. Now the talk is more often about transmission, movement, spread, flow, expansion, 
pulsed expansion, phylogenetic spread and diversification, dispersal, dispersion, entry, entry 
time, expansion time, replacement, admixture, drift, haplotype sharing, waves of advance, major 
migration events, impulses of influence, and so on. Where are the people (or peoples) in all this 
talk of biological spreads and pulses? 

The concern here is not that the words we are now using are politically incorrect or craven. 
Peter Bellwood has been forthright in saying that archaeology is for him a useless discipline if 
it cannot illuminate large-scale processes in human history because, in his own words, “big 
pictures are far more significant than minutiae” (Bellwood 2006: 63). In science, big pictures and 
minutiae are complementary, but we can hear the passion in his declaration. Nonetheless, leaving 
out the people and talking instead only about big-picture dispersals, pulses, or waves of advance 
strikes me as objectionable. I also cannot help but think that many Pacific Islanders, too, may be 
far more interested in what their forebears did to shape their lives in the islands than in our 
strange scholarly passion for finding where their ancestors may or may not have come from in 
the first instance. 
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Nevertheless, it seems plain that most of us who write about Lapita, however we do it, do 
so out of passion as well as perhaps Lapita’s career enhancing academic possibilities. We really 
do want to decipher the riddle of Lapita. We want to decode the symbols in this series, so to speak. 
But The Oxford Murders should give us pause:

1. It is second nature for archaeologists to order things and places into sequences, but we need 
to worry about the fallacy of arguing from temporal sequences to causal relations. How 
historically connected were the places and things we label as Lapita?

2. Given our hindsight on events long past, it may be true that the settlement of the Pacific can 
be divided into a series of geographic moves. The timing and direction of these moves may 
be debatable, but mapping this series of events does not appear to be just an exercise in 
fantasy and imagination. But what does it mean to say that these moves were historically 
connected? What does it mean to suggest, for example, that Lapita people were caught up in 
a “colonising pulse” that grew weaker as the distribution of Lapita expanded eastward 
(Anderson 2001: 18)?

3. As Anderson has also remarked, we need to be open to the probability that Lapita, however 
we characterise it, was more variable than we may suspect: “The evidence of a generic 
coherence in material culture across the Lapita range may be lulling us, then, into a false sense 
of similarity about other aspects of Lapita prehistory, such as subsistence patterns, ecological 
relationships, and social structures” (Anderson 2001: 18-20). Even if there is logic to the 
series of events we label as Lapita, the logic and rules involved surely must have changed to 
fit new circumstances, new opportunities, and new personalities.

CONCLUSION

At the start I said something in passing that I would like to return to. I suggested that human 
beings are predisposed to look for similarities among things and events in hopes of finding that 
the world today—or in the past—makes sense not by chance, but by necessity. It might even be 
said, I noted, that people are predisposed to equate similarity with necessity. This is why we need 
statisticians. They keep us from jumping too quickly to the conclusion that similarities in appear-
ance or similarities in effect are necessarily similarities of cause. Then I added this thought in 
passing: when statisticians say something should be attributed to chance, they do not mean 
without cause. Instead, the point they are making is that due caution is advised. The cause or 
causes we have in mind may not necessarily be the causes responsible. 

Fundamental to the concept of culture is the freedom of association between words and 
things. This, of course, is why ideas are able to take on a life of their own. A leopard may not be 
able to change its spots, but ideas are so malleable that, for example, a political party calling itself 
“liberal” can be as conservative as voters will allow, and adopting an idea as your own cannot be 
controlled by even the most repressive of political regimes. The lesson here is that even in the 
most extreme interpretations of Lapita as a unitary historical phenomenon in which material 
culture, ethnicity, language, and human biology were all strongly correlated (in the old jargon of 
20th century anthropology: race = language = culture), cause and causation cannot solely lie 
within these purported correlations, but also beyond them. 

If so, then understanding Lapita calls for looking beyond Lapita as a cultural phenomenon 
regardless how unitary or variable it was. Lapita was more than ideas; Lapita was also people. 
People are not leopards. They can change their minds, reinterpret even the most solemn tradi-
tional ideas, and take advantage of new opportunities to get along in life. This being so, I think 
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we must entertain the likelihood that Lapita’s history in the Pacific was more Markovian in its 
expansions, transformations, and demise than sometimes thought (in sequences of events 
described as Markovian, it is enough to know the present state of a system to predict what its 
future state may be like). 

Said less grandly, there is indeterminacy to any series of events however much in hindsight 
they may appear to us to have been premeditated migrations, pulses, dispersals, or what have you. 
Just because things followed one another, one after the other, down through time and out across 
space, this does not have to mean the sequence of events (or the flow of people) reconstructed 
was rule-like and predictable over the long run. Along with Martínez, we need to think twice if 
we are inclined to believe that a series of similar events—in this case, a series of Lapita events—
happened because, when set in sequence, they look like a coded message we ought to be able to 
decipher, if only we knew the rules—they would be Austronesian rules, wouldn’t they?—that 
made them all happen. 
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